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Abstract—This document describes the development of a tele-
metric system for a remote and autonomous controlled miniature
car. Telemetry is used to obtain information about the operation
of the car acquiring periodically data from a set of sensors
installed in the chassis. The system is built based on a Raspberry
Pi 3, which manages the acquisition of data and controls the
movements of the car based on the values acquired or user
settings. The system has two operating modes: (i) remotely
controlled mode where the user decides the direction and speed
of the car, and (ii) autonomous mode where the car follows a line
drawn on a lane without user intervention. Telemetric data is sent
by Bluetooth to an Android application where the user can view
the acquired data through a visual interface. In the application it
is possible to define the modes of operation and in the controlled
mode it is also possible to control the speed and direction of
the car. The telemetry of the vehicle is obtained by sensors that
measure the speed, acceleration, drived distance, luminosity and
temperature on the outside of the car. In autonomous mode, the
reflected light on the lane is used to define the path to follow.
The values acquired by the system are sent from the Raspberry
Pi to a Wi-Fi connected virtual machine part of a private ad hoc
network. In this Ubuntu virtual machine, the data is received by
TCP sockets and later presented on a web page and stored in a
text file for future analysis.

Index Terms—Car telemetry, monitoring system, sensors, data
acquisition, remote control, virtual machine, Android application.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Purpose and motivation

In the development of the telemetric system for a remote
and autonomously controlled miniature car, the RC (Remotely
Controlled) car used is model Ninco Parkracers Renault Sport.
The chassis of this car is made of thermo-plastic and is fully
protected in line with European toy regulations. The fact that
it is made of plastic allows easy integration of processor and
all sensors due to its hardness and low weight. As necessary,
PLA (Polylactic Acid) parts are developed, printed on a 3D
(Three Dimensions) printer to assemble the system, making
adjustments to the original model. The model, comes equipped
with soft plastic tires for improved grip on all surfaces.
These characteristics allow it to be a model with good shock
resistance, agility and ergonomic performance [1].

The original model, was equipped with a 2.4 GHz trans-
mitter with a range of over thirty meters. As far as maximum
speed was concerned, it can reach 5.55 m/s. The car is powered
by a Li-Ion battery, with 500 mAh and 6.4 V, which provides

an operating time of around 13 minutes of continuous use.
This model was chose because have a large space available
underneath the plastic body which may allow to introduce a
large number of electronic systems inside, as shown in Figure
1.

Fig. 1. Inside view of the car used in this project.

One of the key points of this work is the data processing
through a Raspberry Pi 3 (Model B), a small computer
with the size of a credit card but with significant processing
capacity. This board has a Broadcom BCM2836 SoC chip in
an ARM (Advanced RISC Machine) Cortex-A7 Quad-core
architecture that can run at 900 MHz. The RAM (Random
Access Memory) is 1 GB, which is perfectly sufficient for
what is desired in this project [2]. On the board, four USB
(Universal Serial Bus) ports are available. A keyboard and
a mouse are connected to control the normal programming
features. In addition, a Wi-Fi dongle is connected and is also
used the Bluetooth adapter on board for remote connectivity.

II. TELEMETRY SYSTEM

A. Luminosity

To measure the light of the environment a, LDR (Light
Dependent Resistor) or photocell is used. It is a resistance
that varies in function of the light on its surface. The greater
the intensity of the light that reaches the surface, the less its
resistance will be.

This component has a dark resistance of 1 MΩ which cor-
responds to the resistance without any light. For a luminosity
of 10 lux we obtain a resistance of 9 kΩ and for 1000 lux of



400 Ω [3]. In Figure 2, is shown the circuit used. This circuit
has a typical response time in the order of the tenths of a
second [4].

Fig. 2. Light dependent resistor circuit.

When the LDR is not exposed to light radiation, the
electrons are firmly united in the atoms that make it up but
when light radiation occurs on it, this energy releases electrons
and the material becomes more conductive, thus decreasing its
resistance. LDR resistors only reduce their resistance with light
radiation located within a certain wavelength range. Those
made with cadmium sulphide are sensitive to all visible light
radiation, those made with lead sulphide are only sensitive to
infrared radiation [5].

The luminosity measured by the LDR will be used to know
if it is necessary or not to have the LEDs on to illuminate
the environment where the vehicle is at time. The results will
be processed by a mathematical relation [3] where the rela-
tionship between the resistance R, a light sensor manufacturer
constant (500) and light intensity for a typical LDR is

RL =
LightConstant

Lux
. (1)

As the LDR is connected to 5 V through a 3.3 kΩ resistor,
the output voltage is

V = 5× R

R+ 3300
. (2)

Substituting R from (1) into (2), obtain the light intensity,

Lux =
2500
V − 500

3300
. (3)

The luminosity value in SI (International System of Units)
units, lux, is calculated and will be displayed on user inter-
faces.

B. Temperature

To measure the ambient temperature outside the car, a
temperature sensor, DS18B20 [6], will be used, as this sensor
can measure a very wide temperature range from -55 °C to
125 °C and can be used in very severe conditions. It has a
good precision and communicate through 1-Wire interface, this
means requires only one port pin for communication.

To acquire the temperature value, the system need to send
a convert command. When the sensor receives it, will initiate

Fig. 3. Temperature measurement circuit.

data conversion process, to produce two bytes with the mea-
surement. This is relatively slow process, and it can take up to
750 milliseconds. All that measurements are stored in a called
scratchpad, a piece of sensor’s RAM. Then the temperature is
calculated according to

Temperature = ((HighByte << 8) + LowByte) ∗ 0.0625.
(4)

A multiplier of 0.0625 is a conversion coefficient between
sensor’s internal values and real temperature, according to
12-bit resolution, on sensor’s scale stands for 0.0625 °C.
This calculation is performed by the temperature acquisition
algorithm and presents the final value in degrees Celsius [6].

C. Hall Effect

Hall effect sensors are widely used to measure the speed
of rotation or detect the position of a given element as its
output voltage varies when exposed to a magnetic field. Their
main advantage is that they can offer reliable data at any
speed of rotation. Its disadvantage is the greater complexity
in programming the system and the price in relation to an
inductive sensor [7].

Basically, there are two types of Hall effect sensors. One
is linear, which means the voltage output linearly depends on
the density of the magnetic flux. The other is called threshold
which means that there will be a sharp decrease of the output
voltage with the magnetic flux density, meaning that once it is
triggered it latches and will not unlatch until a magnetic force
of reverse polarity and strength is sensed. So if the north pole
of a magnet turned it on, the south pole of a magnet is then
needed to turn it off. For this project a linear operating sensor,
A1324LUA-T, will be used, Figure 4 presents the circuit used.

Fig. 4. Hall effect measurement circuit.



This system, uses the effect of Hall measurement through
four magnets fixed, one within each wheel of car. Whenever a
wheel rotates around the axis where the sensor is installed, it is
possible to measure a voltage, thereby triggering a control flag
in the software system. This flag is used to know the number of
complete wheels rotations and determine the distance traveled
by the car. This system, a sensor and a magnet as shown in
figure 5, does not affect the rotation of the wheel, nor does it
cause skidding.

Fig. 5. Speed measure system.

1) Speed Calculation: Through software it is possible to
know how many milliseconds have passed between each cross
of the magnet through the sensor. Knowing the time variable
and using the speed formula,

Speed =
Distance

T ime
. (5)

it is possible to determine the speed relating time and dis-
tance. A fixed parameter, is used in (5), because the perimeter
of the wheel 21.5 cm, a fixed value. This approach is a very
effective and accurate method to determine the speed. The
disadvantage of this method is the need of the wheel complete
a complete rotation in order to calculate the speed.

2) Acceleration Calculation: Knowing the speed and the
time with each rotation of the wheel, it is possible to know
the variation of the speed with each cycle, thus using

Acceleration =
FinalSpeed− InitialSpeed

T ime
. (6)

the acceleration of the car, either positive or negative, is
determined.

D. Light Reflected

The light reflected sensor, QRE1113 [8], consists of two
parts, an infrared emitting LED and an infrared sensitive
phototransistor. As more infrared light is detected by the
phototransistor, the output voltage of the sensor lowers. Two

resistors, 200 Ω and 5.6 kΩ are used to operate, the circuit is
presented in Figure 6. The 5.6 kΩ pull-up resistor helps turn
the transistor’s light-variable current into a light-variable volt-
age, and can be used to make it more or less sensitive, because
the microcontroller detects only when the phototransistor pulls
the Raspeberry Pi terminal low.

These sensors are widely used to follow lines because the
white surfaces reflect much more light than black, so when
directed to a white surface, the voltage output will be less
than on a black surface.

Fig. 6. Light reflected measurement circuit.

Because the sensor component simply measures the inten-
sity of the infrared and is unaware of the light source, it is
susceptible to false positives caused by outside sources that put
out of infrared such as camera flashes, lamps, and even the sun.
To fix these possible errors, the sensors were placed as close
to the ground as possible, thus avoiding false measurements
by external light interference.

One of the characteristics of this sensor, is its speed in
this detection. It is not intended to be used to determine the
exact distance, but to check the proximity of objects less than
3 centimeters away. This sensor can also be used to detect
white surfaces against blacks because a white surface reflects
more light than a black surface resulting in a higher reading.
Because of this, an array of these can be used for detection
of the line to follow [9].

This array consists of six sensors arc-shaped in the front of
the car, as shown in Figure 7. This distribution allows the
system to detect sharp curves and thus avoid trips off the
track. The fact it is arched allows detecting a straight line
with both sensors centered, but also curves with intermediate
degree of turn with the sensors placed in the middle of the
array. In case of high angle turns, the sensors further away
allow the car to react faster to the exit of lane avoiding to have
to drive backwards. This mechanism has been programmed for
the autonomous mode and works with an algorithm that also
regulates the speed according to the type of curve allowing
to maintain the control but also to have the car always in the
middle of the track, making the line be as possible under the
two centered sensors.

In this system, the array sensors are acquiring values that are
compared to a reference value through the use of comparators.
This operation is used because in this context the important
thing is to know if the line is under the sensor and not the
intensity of the reflected light. The values are compared with
a user-set voltage value for the track in test, bearing in mind



Fig. 7. Sensors array to follow a line: a) Design b) Implementation.

that the lanes may have various background colors, line colors
or material types, more or less brightness. This calibration
should be done at the beginning by using a potentiometer
that is placed on the board with the remaining circuit. In the
development of this system, the work environment was mostly
used a white lane with the black line. However, it was tested in
two other environments: brown lane and black line and black
lane and white line, where the best results were obtained was
in the first scenario, white lane with the black line.

III. CAR SYSTEM

A. Architecture

This project has two operating modes that can be chosen by
the user, and at any time the mode can be changed. This allows
the data coming from the sensors to be used for analysis by
the user and also for control of the actions to be taken by the
car in certain locations. Modes operate using the same vehicle
features only differing in decision making because with this
approach the mode only affect the movement of the car and
not the telemetry system. This make the system more stable
and save resources.

In autonomous mode of operation, the car must run through
a circuit following a line in the center of the road. In this mode,
the aim is for the car to run centered and at constant speed
along the entire course. In parallel, it must send the data of
the sensors to the user interface and save the acquired data for
future analysis. This mode works as a demonstration of the
telemetry system and could be used to test the capabilities of
the acquisition system because all sensors are acquiring data
periodically. The system has also a button to force acquisition
of the sensors, this mechanism allows the user get data from
the sensors without waiting the periodical acquisition.

On the other hand, there is also a user controlled mode. In
this mode, the trajectory of the car is controlled by the user
through a directional control, but the control is done through a
mobile Android application, where in addition to the direction
of the vehicle, the user can also select the desired speed. The
simple control has joystick that control the traction motor by
making it move in all directions to control the direction of
movement of the steering shaft.

The acquired data, after processing, is sent to the mobile
device running an Android application, but also to a virtual
machine, running Ubuntu, through WiFi connection, sending
the message in a JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) format.
In this virtual machine, a responsive web page is created using
the Django framework, to show the data and present it in a
table. This tables is uptaded each time a new socket is received
and the content in added to a new raw in the table. In parallel,
write a readable version of the table in a text file saved in
virtual machine desktop. This architecture is shown in Figure
8.

Fig. 8. System communication architecture.

B. Remote control

One of the objectives of this project is to ensure that the car
has a remote control where the data coming from the sensors
can be analyzed independently the mode of operation used.

In the autonomous driving mode, the vehicle is detecting
a marked line on the ground and sends acquired sensor data
to the an Android application, where user can, at any time,
change the mode of operation, as shown in Figure 9. Is also
possible press a button to make a sensor acquisition allowing
the user require a measurent anytime without wait for a new
cycle of the periodic update in the user interface. The acquired
values are updated in the app every second, but this value can
be change in the code.

Additionally, the user has a remote control with similar
functions to the one that came from the factory, being able to
drive the car freely through a joystick that reflects all possible
directions and also controls speed value, as shown in Figure
10. In this mode the sensor data are also processed and shown,
making the car a mobile acquisition system. In this mode, is
also possible control the light system and require a sensor
aquisition.

The communication between the device and the vehicle is
made via Bluetooth, as this protocol presents a fast commu-
nication and low power consumption, both characteristics are
really important to this kind of systems, to ensure the real-time
and battery life, respectively. Another factor to consider is the
ease of getting communication with mobile devices regardless
of the operating system in use [10] [11].



Fig. 9. Remote control running Autonomou Mode.

Fig. 10. Remote control running Controlled Mode.

IV. USER INTERFACE SYSTEM

After the acquisition, telemetric data is sent by Bluetooth to
an Android application where the user can view the acquired
data through a visual interface. In parallel, the acquired values
by the system are sent by TCP sockets to a Wi-Fi-connected
virtual machine belonging to an ad hoc network. In this Ubuntu
virtual machine, the data is received and later presented on
a web page through the Django framework and stored in a
readable text file for future analysis.

A. Android Application

In this project the car telemetry monitoring and tracking
application has been developed for the Android operating sys-
tem. The Android OS (Operating System) was chosen because

it is multiplatform, it means, can be used on any mobile device
such as a mobile phone, tablet or computer. The platform used
to develop the application was MIT App Inventor, an open
source online application originally created by Google, and
currently maintained by the MIT (Massachusetts Institute of
Technology). This tool uses a graphical interface that allows
users to drag and drop visual objects to create an application
that can run on all Android devices. The tool was released
on 12th of July of 2010, and publicly released on 15th of
December of 2010 by Hal Abelson and Mark Friedman [12].

This online development environment, shown in Figure 11,
has many features that can be accessed. One of the main
features is the access to most of the phone’s functionality:
phone calls, SMS texting, sensors for location, orientation,
and acceleration, text-to-speech and speech recognition, sound,
video, etc., and is also possible invoke other apps, with
the ActivityStarter component. In terms of programming, the
control is just as with a textual language. There are blocks for
conditionals (if, if else, etc.), foreach, and while, and a fairly
comprehensive list of math and logic blocks. Database access
is a plus, on the device and on the web, because is possible
to save data persistently, and with a proper web database
share data amongst phones. The access to web information
sources (APIs) is managable, and is possible to bring data
from Facebook, Amazon, etc. [13] [14].

Fig. 11. MIT App Inventor development environment.

However, there are still some limitations in creating the
applications. The UI builder can’t build any user interface. For
instance, it is not possible to create apps with multiple screens
and handling orientation changes has some glitches. More,
polymorphic components are not a available, this means,
function blocks are tied to specific components, so there is no
way to call functions on a generic component. For instance,
to create a procedure MoveXY, it has to be tied to a specific
image sprite, not a general image sprite. To share an app, is
difficult, because the access to the Android Market is limited.
The apps (.apk files) generated by App Inventor lack the
required configuration for direct inclusion in the market [15].

In this platform is possible programming through blocks,
allowing intuitively build an Android application. However,
there are limitations in this technology and some of the



features of this application have become more difficult than if
it was programmed in Java code, like all Bluetooth communi-
cation with Raspberry Pi, from pairing devices to sending and
receiving messages. The connection to Raspberry Pi is done
by pressing only on the Bluetooth symbol, this is because
the addresses of both devices are known and have been
previously paired. Now, the algorithm looks specifically for the
address B8:27:EB:A0:09:DB, which corresponds to Raspberry
Pi and connects in a few seconds. Bluetooth communication
between the devices is done through a serial connection where
Raspberry Pi functions as master and the app is slave.

This application aims to be the control center of the car.
The user after downloading the installation file and installing
the app on their Android smartphone, comes across a startup
menu, after a few seconds to the main menu of the application.
In the main menu, Figure 12, it is possible to choose which
mode of operation you want or leave the application. By
pressing the symbol corresponding to the menu, the user is
automatically forwarded to the menu of the chosen operating
mode. You can return to the main menu at any time by pressing
the smarthone return key.

Fig. 12. Main menu application screen.

In both menus, the user only have to press on the Bluetooth
symbol o connect turn on the serial communication because
devices have been previously paired.

In Controlled Mode menu, in Figure 13,the user has full
control over the car and can use it through the joystick by
varying the direction, speed and steering of driving according
to the position. The joystick is based on a point read on an
XY axis and with these coordinates changes the trajectory of
the vehicle. It is also possible to control the lighting system by
choosing between on, off or automatic, which means the light
sensor is used to control the system. While using this mode, all
sensors are acquiring periodically and their values are updated
in the application interface every second by definition, and this
time can be changed in the code.

In Autonomous Mode the user interface looks the same
except for the joystick as it deals with the way the car is
driven based on sensor readings. The Bluetooth connection
works the same as the controlled mode, and you can turn the
communication on or off at any time. Regarding to the sensors,
the operation is identical. Acquisitions are made periodically
with the values printed on the screen every second.

Fig. 13. Controlled interface screen.

In this mode the user has two different functionalities, as
shown in Figure 14. One is the acquisition button, allowing
the user to acquire sensor values at any time without having
to wait for the stipulated time between acquisitions. The other
feature is to allow the user to decide when to start or end
the autonomous locomotion of the car. This last feature is
intended to prevent the vehicle from starting to walk without
being positioned in the correct place or allowing the user to
stop the program if the car loses the contact with the line.

Fig. 14. Autonomous interface screen.

B. Web Page

In this project, the access technology was chosen WiFi,
defined by the IEEE 802.11 standard. WiFi is a wireless net-
working technology that allows the communication of devices
through an airborne signal. Within the possibilities for com-
mon WiFi networks, there are the most varied applications,
such as access to the Internet in public places, simply by
connecting to an available access point. In order for nodes to
communicate with each other without the need for an access
point, they must be configured in ad-hoc mode, which is a type
of local network built by the devices. The nodes themselves
coordinate sending and receiving messages to each other. In



this way, it is possible to keep the network functional even in
areas without common access points, because the WiFi module
integrated in the Raspeberry Pi 3 and a WiFi dongle are used
to connect a computer with a Linux operating system, where
the data will be processed from the sensors [16] [17] [18]

The ad-hoc network created has the name "thesiscar", and
nodes use static IPs to communicate only with each other,
not with the outside, increasing network security. In the
network "thesiscar", the address 192.168.25.1 was chosen for
the computer, that is, the server where the TCP socket that
is responsible for the communication is generated. The TCP
client, in this case Raspberry Pi, has the address 192.168.25.2
and is where a JSON format file is generated with the values
acquired by the telemetry sensors of the car, Figure 15.

Fig. 15. Receiving data from Raspberry Pi and save it in a readable text file.

However, if you need to add more nodes to the network,
it is a simple and quick process, just add a new address
to the server. Two nodes were used for this system. The
TCP client, where data is acquired using a Raspberry Pi 3
microcontroller with the Jessie Raspbian operating system,
and with temperature, brightness, velocity, acceleration and
reflected light sensors connected through the device’s GPIO
interface. For the server a laptop computer with the Ubuntu
17 operating system is used [19] [20] [21].

Django is a web development framework, written in Python,
that uses the standard model-template-view, this allows you
to create servers and receive TCP sockets with data. In this
project, the TCP sockets arrive at the server with messages in
the JSON format, after which the values corresponding to an
acquisition of the sensors are removed. The values are stored
in a temporary file where the HTML page fetches values to
update the table with each new entry, Figure 16. The values
are also written in a text file in a human-readable format and
with a date and time for future user analysis.

Fig. 16. Web page created with acquired data from sensors.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work the subject of a car telemetry system with
the functionality of capturing data of several sensors was
considered. The system collects the data and also processes
the info and acts accordingly.

This system was planned, developed and implemented start-
ing from a commercial remote controlled car. The various
options of sensors and actuators were analyzed to allow
everything to work as planned. From the analysis of several
sensors, several were chosen to be tested, and those used
were the ones that worked best for the desired application.
Their role in the project was taken into account, but also their
consumption, cost and implementation.

Some changes and adaptations were necessary in the struc-
ture of the car as well as the alteration of the steering system
and respective servo. These changes increase the reliability
of the car and have a better performance in the turning, also
allowing a greater number of positions of the wheels. Two
PWM signals are applied to the drive motor to control the
motor, so the speed of rotation of the rear wheels could be
defined. For direction, control an H-bridge is used where the
two signals can switch and thus define the polarity of the drive
motor.

The two modes of operation, are working accordingly to
planned. The algorithms of this car are in Python, and through
the use of interrupts and specific functions of Raspeberry Pi
it was possible to make the program faster to process and not
waste time and battery on resources when they are not being
used. The communication systems, using Bluetooth and WiFi
are implemented and were tested in many different scenarios.
An Android application was made to give to user a interface to
analyse data and control the car, both goals were completed.
The web site is responsive, this means that when some new
socket arrives to the server, the web page updates adding a
new line to the table where the acquired data are displayed.

The 3D drawings were designed according to the current
features and specifications of the project and can be modified
if this is beneficial.
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